The KH and S1 domains of Escherichia coli polynucleotide phosphorylase are necessary for autoregulation and growth at low temperature.
PNPase is a phosphate-dependent exonuclease of Escherichia coli required for growth in the cold. In this work we explored the effect of specific mutations in its two RNA binding domains KH and S1 on RNA binding, enzymatic activities, autoregulation and ability to grow at low temperature. We removed critical motifs that stabilize the hydrophobic core of each domain, as well as made a complete deletion of both (DeltaKHS1) that severely impaired PNPase binding to RNA. Nevertheless, a residual RNA binding activity, possibly imputable to catalytic binding, could be observed even in the DeltaKHS1 PNPase. These mutations also resulted in significant changes in the kinetic behavior of both phosphorolysis and polymerization activities of the enzyme, in particular for the double mutant Pnp-DeltaKHS1-H. Additionally, PNPases with mutations in these RNA binding domains did not autoregulate efficiently and were unable to complement the growth defect of a chromosomal Deltapnp mutation at 18 degrees C. Based on these results it appears that in E. coli the RNA binding domains of PNPase, in particular the KH domain, are vital at low temperature, when the stem-loop structures present in the target mRNAs are more stable and a machinery capable to degrade structured RNA may be essential.